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FSR and Research on
SustaInable AgrIculture

Sustainable agricullure is a fascinating,
even compelllngsubject. Part ofits romnnce
lies in its broad appeal to agriculturalists.
While recognizing that there nre numerous
definitions and interpretations of
sustainability in agriculture, most
agriculturalists nonetheless have their own
favored version. Indeed, many claim that
they, alone, have"the answer". Practitioners
offarming systemsresenrch (FSR) must not
adopt this habit, which starts with a failure
to recognize that the contributions of
numerous disciplines are necessary to foster
sustainability in agriculture. Everybody must
contribute and everybody has a role.
What is the role ofFSR? The answer lies
in its nrst principles. Theseprinciples afftrm
that FSR involves farmers, uses systems
thinking, brings together social and
biological scientific disciplines,
complements the workofothers, and focuses
on farmers' problems.
• Fanner participation incorporates into
research the perspective ofLheultimate
manager of the resources on which
sustainable agriculture must be built.
• Systems thinking allows the study of
relationships within a hierarchy of
systems.
• Multidisciplinary teams enable the
understanding of social, economic,
biological and physical mechanisms
underlying sustainable agriculture.
• Complementary relationships facilitate
linkages with other (commodity and
disciptinary) scienLists, extension
workers, and policymakers.
• A problem-solving focus helps
research partners forge a common

understanding of important problems,
theircauses,and possible interventions
or solutions. It also enables these
partners to set a common agenda in
which the acuons ofeach contribute to
a common goat.
As sustainability concerns become more
important FSR must progress beyond its
initial concentration on improving the
productivity of resources devoted to
particular crops: asystemsperspective with
apredetermined cropfocus. and beyond its
currentfarmerproblemfocus. Progress must
include long-term objectives in the
rehabilitation and regeneration of natural
resource systems: anaturalresource systems
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focus. Moreover, attention to ecological
sustainability will require a further
expansionofthescopeofFSR to include the
many off-farm and non-farm activities that
make upsustainable livelihoods: alivelihood
focus. Fig. 1 illustrates this progression.
Regardless of whether the scope ofFSR
is relatively restricted (a systemsperspective
with a predetermined crop focus.) or
relatively broad (a livelihood focus). the
contributions of several disciplines and
specialties are almost always needed. In all
cases. however, the selection of which
disciplines and specialties are relevant
depends very much on the nature of the
threats to system productivity or natural
resource qual ity. Nonetheless, i tseems I ikel y
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Fig. 1. Progression In farming syslsms focus.
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/ 'that FSR with a natural resource or a
livelihood focus will bccompelIcd tocall on
the services of a wider array ofdisciplinary
specialists.
Beyond Romance and RhetorIc

'The contribution ofFSR to sustainability
in agriculture is potentially very large. The
fulfillment of this potential, however,
appears to be hindered by romance and
rhetoric. FSR is full of romantic notions
about farmers, traditional farming, and
where 'the answer' lies.

Tlrotfarmers know everythIng
Farmers know a lot, but they do not know
everything. There can be no doubt that
information from farmers can be
exceedingly useful, e.g., on analyzing past
trends in resource quality, and some
underlying reasons for these trends.
However, many processes that threaten the
quality of agricultural resources cannot be
observed with the naked eye and funners
know little of tomorrow's world and future
technologies.
Greater participation will only come
through building farmers skills in
experimentation. With greaterskilIs farmers
will become more active partners with FSR
practitioners as well as disciplinary and
commodity scientists in the sharing ofideas
and the generation of sustainable fanning
systems.

That traditionalfarmIng systems
are more sustaInable
Sustninable fanns cannot be constructed
bygoing back to traditional farming systems.
The success of traditional systems lay in
theirnonextractive use ofnatural and human
resources. Underintensification and resource
extraction the systems colIapsed. Because
they do not permit intensification it is only
in the unrealistic scenario of reduced
population pressure that these systems can
be made to work.
Similarly, sustninable fanns cannot be
constructed without the use ofsomeexternal
inputs. These systems can only produce
enough nitrogen, even with biological
nitrogen fixation, to sustain low outputs.
Unrealistically high prices are necessary to
turn a profit in systems that couple low
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outputs with high labor requirements.
Unfortunately,"model"sustalnable farming
systems flourish in the artificial
dccisionmaking environment of projects.
During the life ofthe project the model farm
remains unchanged, giving the impression
that "perfectly in tegmted, self-sufficient,
and stable model farm" is sustainable. When
the projectgoes, however, sodoes the model
farm.
Farmers survive by changing. As with
life itself, "evolvability" and flexibility is a
critical character for survival. Perhaps all
we can seek is dynamism in the farm system
directed toward maintaining resourcequality
as well as productivity,

Tlrat th, answer lies In any ling!,
lever ofanalysIs

No single level or analysis can provldo a
recipe for sustainable farming. Plot-level
work on soil fertility or pest management
may arrest ayield decline, butadopuon only
occurs if techniques that are developed fit
with the rest of the farming system. Farm
level workon enterprise diversification may
increase profits, but diversification only
occurs if labor, seeds and markets are
available. Policy level work can only make
its contribution if adequate biological and
socioeconomic information at the farm and
plot level exist on which to base it
Thus, we need a balance ofstudy at plot,
farm and policy levels using the
contributions offarmers, FSR practitioners,
and commodity and disciplinary researchers.
Similarly required will be a balance in all
the levels of farming systems focus
illustrated in Fig. 1.
FSR limitations and
Needed Developments

Even with the removal of romance and
rhetoric FSR contributions to the
sustainability ofagriculture has limitations
that should be kept in mind.
• At best, the development of new
technologies through FSR will have
only a very limited effect on
sustainability problems that are global
in nature, e.g., climate change,
depletion ofsources ofexternal inputs,
and changes in global biodiversity.
• Theimpactofanyresource-conserving
techniques that may emerge through

FSR will be limited unless, unlike in
the past,thesc interventions are rapidly
and widely adopted.
In order to contribute more fully to
sustainability in agriculture, further
developments are needed in FSR methods.
• In stUdying farming systems, and
possible interventions for those
systems, FSR has usually restricted
itself to a near-term time horizon,
usually not more than one calendar
year. A stronger sense of dynamics
and trends is needed in all stages of
FSR,
including
diagnosis,
experimentation and assessment.
• FSR teams need to become more
familiar with processes of resources
degradation and their underlying
causes. Some of these causes may
involveexternalilies,common property
resources, property rights and the
distribution of assets, public policy,
and other issues where the skills and .
specialties of social scientists can be
brought to bear.
By insisting on realism when confronting
sustainability questions, however, FSR can
still cast itself in a starring role in research
on sustainable agriculture.
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